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The emergence of shopping mall is an important revolution in traditional retail 
industry, which not only integrates traditional retail industry with other related 
industry such as real estate but also changes the life style of people. Due to the long 
period of the construction of a shopping mall and the complicated industrial 
composition, to successively build a shopping mall is not an easy task, which needs 
plenty of related specialized theoretical knowledge and practical experiences.  
Currently, with the growing of economic, the needs for retail industry is 
increasing. The government encourage construction of commercial real estate. And 
the high profit of commercial real estate provide drive force for the investment into 
it. As result, commercial real estate especially shopping mall develop very quickly in 
China. However, shopping mall is still fresh to most of developer in China. Lacking 
of theory support and sufficient experience, the developer has variety of warps in 
positioning of real estate. And some of them already have difficulty to 
continue the business. This article is aiming to provide theory guideline for 
positioning of shopping mall through the study of value chain of project like SM city 
shopping mall. 
SM city mall is the first station of SM group’s investment in China. For their 
advanced management, SM has become one of the most influencing shopping mall. 
Based on the study of theory of value chain, we would study and state the 
positioning of shopping mall in terms of location, shapes, operation and trade mix. 
Based on that, I try to point out the management crisis of SM from the perspective 
of value chain and propose the adjustment scheme. I hope that such a research will 
provide SM city mall and other operators with reference for promoting the value of 
mall, and help the government guide the development of shopping malls correctly. 
This article is novel and practical. Currently, most research of mall focus on 
different respects such as location, management, operation and so on. While those 
research don’t study what and how it affect the value of mall. Therefore, this article 
will research above-mentioned points on basis of value chain. I hope this research 
will provide reference and theory supports for more shopping mall developers.  
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第一章  绪论 
第一节  选题背景 
“购物中心”一词译自英文“SHOPPING MALL”，简称 MALL， 早产
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